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Preface

Over Ithe years, costing has been recognized by business, financial, and other
administrators in higher education as a valuable management tool. A growing
interest in the determination of costs and their use led the National Association of
College and University Business Officers (NACUBO), as a professional associa-
tion of business and financial officers, to examine the state-of the art of cost
determination in higher education. The examination indicated a lack of uniformity
in cost definitions and cost determination methods and approaches in a language
that was readily applicable to higher education. In addition, there were misun-
derstandings about cost analysis. Finally, costing standards for higher education
needed to be codified. This document presents a discussion of fundamental
considerations for determining cost information, an examination of different cost
methods and the conditions under which each method is appropriate, and a
statement of costing standards applicable to higher education. It provides a
foundation for the development of costing procedures.

Financial accounting. involves the recording and reporting of revenue and
expenditure transactions, whereas cost accounting involves the assignment of
costs to units of service. Cost determination utilizes information contained in
financial accounting records as well as other appropriate sources. Cost accounting.,
incorporates data other than those normally receded in financial records.
Statistical information about students, faculty, programs, and space, as well as
other statistical and financial data, is required in the cost determination process.

Evaluation of the quality and efficiency of academic programs involves much
more than the use of cost information. Definitions of the quality and efficiency of
academic programs have not been developed and accepted on a national basis.

The development of.a set of uniform costing procedures that would be equally
appropriate for all institutions is unlikely. Cost data should be related to the
characteristics, the stated mission, and the goals and objectives of an institution.
Numerous judgments, in addition to objective, quantifiable data, are required in
determining costs. Many of these judgments are influenced by the characteristics of
an institution. A,series of judgments applicable to one institution, thus may not be
appropriate for another.

The interest in acquiring unit cost information is increasing rapidly and needs to
be addressed thoughtfully. The response lies in the development of cost informa-
tion within tolerable margins of accuracy acceptable for the purposes intended and ,
in the education of users in the analytical methods and interpretations of the
information so developed. It is hoped that this document will result in an improved
understanding of costing standards applicable to higher education.

August 28, 1975 NACUBO Costing Standards Committee
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COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 4:5

Fundamental Considerations for Determining
Cost Information in Higher Education

lOR MANY YEARS cost information and cost-
17 analysis have Hen recognized by ad-
ministrators in higher education as useful tools In
managing the internal affairs of their institutions.
More recently, federal, state, and other funding
and policy-setting bodies have indicated addi-
tional needs for cost information, especially in
the process of appropriating and granting funds
to higher .education.

For cost information to be useful, it is essential
that the fundamentals f r determining and using
costs be understood. eretofore, these funda-
mentals have not bee compiled as a basis for
developing cost infor ation in higher.education.

In formulating funda ental-considerations for
the develOpment and use of costs, higher eduta-
don has available the existing body of knowledge
already developed, tested, and proven in areas
other than higher education. After appropriate
modifications, such cost fundamentals are help-
ful in identifying how cost can be determined and

tra applied by institutions of higher education. How-
ever, in applying such fundamentals, considera-
tion should be given to the particular characteris-
tics and objectives of these institutions.

The determination of cost information is, a

process of approximation, and requires the indi-
vidual performing cost determinations to exer-
cise judgment based on circumstances relevant
to the purposes for which cost information is
collected. Different cost results occur even when
equally valid alternative approaches are used.
Determination of the approach is often based on
practicability, as long as the results are valid and
meaningful for the purposes intended.

There have been attempts to use a single
methodology for determining cost to satisfy a
wide variety of purposes for which cost informa-
tion is used. This chapter indicates the need for
different cost determination methods and ap-
proaches to satisfy the variety of purposes for
determining cost rather than using a single
method for all purposes. It describes the availa-
ble methods, approaches, and related considera-
tions for determining costs.

In order to place in perspective the various
aspects of costing described in the sections that
follow, it is well to isualize the complete costing
process. The term "costing" is used here to
denote the cost determination process. The es-
sential factors involved in determining costs in
higher education and their interrelationships are
shown in the exhibit on the following page.

Foremost among these factors are costing
standards to be applied in determining cost, they
serve as the foundation on which costing is
performed. Before costing can begin, however, it
is necessary that the purposes of cost informa-
tion be clearly identified. Once the purposes are
defined, then the definitions of cost, the cost
objectives and costing units, the types and clas-
sifications of cost, and the financial accounting
and statistical data to be used to provide the
desired cost information can be specified.

At this stage the appropriate cost determina-
tion methodology should be formulated. The
methodology can be either the specific service
method (job order method), the continuous ser-
vice method (process method), or a combination
of the two methods. These methods are de-
scribeitin detail in the section ."Cost Determina-

Copyright @ 1975 NACUBO OCTOBER 1975
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COSTING STANDARDS

Purposes of
Cost Information

Definitions
of

Cost

I

Cost Objectives
and

Costing Units

1

Types and
Classifications

of Cost

1

Relationship of
Financial Accounting

and Statistical
Data to Costing

Cost
-Determination

Methods and Approaches

Specific Service Method

Full
Costing

Variable
or Direct
Costing

Standard
Ccsting

Continuous Service Method

Full
Costing

Variable
or Direct
Costing

Standard
Costing

Implementation

Cost Analysis

Ts

Full Cost
Analysis-

Cost-Volume-
Revenue Analysis

Controllable
Cost Analysis

tion Methods and Approaches. Within these
methods full costing, variable or direct costing,
oAtandard costing approaches can be employed.
Based on the methodology selected, costing pro-
cedures are implemented. The resultant cost
inforMation serves as the subject of cost
analysis, which is the process of examining cost
and statistical information and deriving meaning
to satisfy,the needs of users. The three basic cost
analysis categories are full cost analysis, cost-

2

volume-revenue analysis, and controllable cost
analysis.

PURPOSA OF COST INFORMATION

There are many purposes for determining cost
information to satisfy hoth internal and external
requirements. It is essential that thepurpose of
obtaining cost information, be identified at the
outset in order that appropriate definitions and
methods of costing can be selected.
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For et college or university,, cost information is
used for purposes of assisting in planning and
budgeting, in controlling-, and in evaluating per-
formance. The process of planning and budgeting
is designed to formulate the itiprOach to be
followed by an institution± in achieving its long-
term mission and shorter-term goals and objec-
tives. In the planning and budgeting process, cost
information is one factor used in examining al-
ternatives, determining the cost requirement's of
each alternative, and selecting those alternatives
consistent with the most effective utilization of
available resources. Cost infOrmalion-may-b-e
used in modifying the budget plan during the
operating- period by indicating the cost conse-
quences of proposed actions in view of changes in
priorities, economic conditions, and other cir-
cumstances that could not have been foreseen
during the planning and budget process.

In controlling current operations, cost infor-
mation is a valuable indicator for identifying
areas in which current budgetary adjustments
may be required or corrective actions needed.
The control process involves the comparison of
incurred coseto budgeted cost. Variances iden-
tified in the control process are examined to
determine the appropriate action to be taken.

*Cost information is one among many important
aspects in the evaluation of performance. Evalu-
ation involves an after-the-fact examination of
results and assists in determining whether the
educational and related activities conducted
were as effective as anticipated and whether
institutional resources were appropriate to sup-
port these activities. Ay comparing the results of
operations to the original plan, areas can be
identified in which adjustments may be needed in
future planning and budgeting. Cost information
also is used in determining interdepartmental
charges in the financial accounting system.

Cost information is used by federal, state, and
local bodies responsible for appropriating publit.
funds. Foundations and other granting bodies
also are interested in cost information. Through
the years, these granting bodies have been in-
terested in cost information (and other informa-
tion) to assist them in determining whether they
will use their funds to support a need. This
information also has been used by granting
bodies to reimburse direct and indirect costs

8

related to grants and contracts for specific pro-
grams. Certain governmental and private funding
agencies have established required costing pro-
cedures for reimbursement purposes.

COSTING TERMS

For:the purpose of determining cost inforina-
tion, if is necessary to establish definitions of
cost and their relationship to cost objectives and
costing units.

Definitions of Cost

The term "cort" is defined in different ways,
depending on the objectives for which costs are
determined. Three commonly used definitions of
cost are derived from financial accounting, cost
accounting, and economics.

Financial accounting is concerned with record-
ing, classifying, summarizing, and analyzing fi-
nancial data. The financial accounting definition
treats cost as the amount of equivalent paid or
charged for something of value. In this sense,
cost represents the total value sacrificed to ob-
tain assets and to receive goods and services.
Another term very much a part of the cost
concept is "expense." For financial accounting
purposes, expense is the expired portion of cost
applicable to a specific period. Therefore, the
cost of acquired assets that benefit future
periods, such as inventories and capital assets, is
not considered an expense at the time of acquisi-
tion, but is deferred mitil the assets are used. The
term "expense" should not be confused with the
term 6 'expenditure." Expenditures include all
expenses except depreciation and also include
the acquisition cost of capital assets.

Cost accounting is concerned with accumulat-
ing, classifying, summarizing, interpreting, and
reporting the cost of personnel, goods and ser-
vices, and other cxpcnscs incurred to determine
unit costs. Expenses incurred during a specified
period, as defined by financial accounting, are
the prime ingredient of cost accounting for cost
determination purposes. The costing process is
designed to assign or allocate costs to particular
units of service provided. The costs derived may
be adual costs or may be other costs such as
replacement, projected, or impute% costs. The
primary difference between cost accounting and

3
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financial accounting is that the former involves
obtaining unit cost information and the latter
involves obtaining costs primarily by organiza-
tional unit and function.

In economics, cost can be viewed from the
"macro" or "micro" point of view. The macro
definition of cost typically considers society as a
whole rather than focusing attention on a particu-
lar institution. For example, the economist con-
siders opportunities sacrificed by the community
at large as societal costs external to the institu-
tion. On the other hand, the micro definition of
cost-used in-economics-focuses-on-the activities
of an organization. This definition, in addition to
considering expired cost (expense), may include
other costs such as replacement, projected, or
imputed costs. This latter definition is similar to
that often used in cost accounting.

The definition of cost depends on the purposes
for which cost information is to be used. There is
no single definition of cost that will satisfy the
variety of needs for cost information. Accord-
ingly, significant differences in cost information
will be derived, depending on the selection of
cost definitions used for different purposes.

Cost-gbjectives and Costing Units

A cost objective is a defined entity to which
cost is related, and can be an organizational unit,
a project, responsibility center, function, pro-
gram, or some other identifiable entity. Cost is
accumulated and assigned to cost objectives for
purposes of measuring the cost of processes or
specific services. The cost objectives used in the
costing process are based on the purposes for
which cost information will be used and the level
of cost aggregation desired. Different costs, and
therefore different cost objectives, are required
for different purposes.

Costing units are measures reflecting the ac-
tivities or outputs of cost objectives, and bear a
relationship to the incurrence of cost.

In commercial organizations, cost generally
can be assigned to well-defined and measurable
products or services. In higher education, how-
ever, the services of instruction, research, and
public service may not be measurable or separa-
ble in terms of units of output. For example, the
instructional process produces an .output some-
times referred to as an acqu:ted body of knowl-

4
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edge, however, there is no consensus on how to
measure the acquired knowledge as an output.
Full-time-equivalent students, student credit-
hours, student contact-hours, student head-
count,, student major by level, and degrees
awarded are examples of costing units of service
used to measure the instructional process in lieu
of output measures. These units are not mea-
sures of quality or efficiency.

Measurable units of output are available for
certain support activities such as meals served in
food service facilities, jobs run by computer
centers, and pounds of steam produced by heat-
ing plants.

Types and Classifications of Cost

Depending on the intended use of cost infor-
mation, one type of cost or a combination of
types of cost may be employed. Five basic types
of cost are:

1. Historical cost.
2. Projected cost.
3. Standard cost.
4. Replacement cost.
5. Imputed cost.
For certain cost determination purposes, com-

ponents' of the above types of cost may be
classified as either direct or indirect. For other
cost determination purposes, components may
be classified as fixed, variable, or semivariable.

Historical Cost. Historical cost usually is ex-
pressed in terms of the monetary value of
economic resources released to pay faculty and
staff salaries, to acquire materials and services,
and to utilize facilities. Historical cost results
from an expenditure involving the disbursement
of cash or incurrence of a liability.

The two methods of determining historical cost
are referred to as the cash basis and the

1

accrual
basis. The cash basis of accounting recognizes
revenues when cash is received and expenditures
when cash is paid, whereas accrual accounting
recognizes revenues when earned and expendi-
tures when materials are used and services are
performed. To provide valid and consistent his-
torical cost information, college and university
accounting standards, as promulgated by au-
thoritative bodies; require that accounting rec-
ords and resulting financial statements be based
on the accrual method of accounting. For cost

9
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determination purposes, the accrual basis should
be used. In this regard, an important concept
inherent in accounting and costing is materiality,
which provides that it is not necessary to recog-
nize certain items of expense and revenue if their
omission does not have a significant effect on the
final results.

Projected Cost. Projected cast for an educa-
tional institution is an estimate of the cost to be
incurred in a future period. Changes anticipated
in programs, student demand, faculty mix, fa-
culty workload, #support required, salary rates,
and economic conditions all affect cost expecta,
tions. Projected cost is based on available knowl-
edge about past activities, along with expecta--
tions of new and planned activities and the effect
of changing conditions on cost.

Standard Cost. Standard cost is a predeter-
mined cost, tIsed as a target or basis of compari-
son with actual cost when units of service are
provided. Establishment of standard cost in-
volves a detailed examination of past occur-
rences and an evaluation of expectations to estab-
lish meaningful standards of performance. Stan-
dard costs may be developed by estimating costs
based on historical experience or based on spe-
cial studies.

Replacement Cost. Replacement cost refers to
thatcost which would be incurred at present or in
the_ future to construct or acquire physical
facilities or to purchase comparable services and
materials to replace those obtained in the past.
Replacement cost is not recorded as part of the
financial accounting system. It may be used to
measure the effects of inflation or deflation
against the original cost incurred.

Cost viewed in terms of replacement highlights
the fact that an institution is utilizing assets

'purchased in the past, which may be replaced at
a cost different from historical cost. Because of
changing price levels, recognition of historical
cost alone may misrepresent the cost if replace-
ment is considered. therefore, since certain as-
sets presumably will be replaced by an institu-
tion, replacement cost is measured authe current
or future market level.

imputed Cos.t. Imputed cost' relates to poten-
tial resources that would have been available to
an institution, but that were forgone because one
alternative was chosen over another. Imputed

cost does not consider the past, present, or
eventual disbursement of cash or its equivalent,
but rather is concerned with measuring the cost
of alternative opportunities, By considering for-
gone resources as a cost, management is able to
evaluate the imputed cost of one alternative
versus another.

An example of imputed cost is the interest
income_forgone by an institution, which could
have been earned if the funds utilized for a
particular activity had been invested. This im-
puted cost represents economic resources for-
gone by an institution in selecting one alternative
over another.
_Direct Costs and Indirect Costs. For cost
determination purposes, components of cost may
be classified into direct costs and indirect costs.
Direct costs are those expenses that are readily
identifiable with a cost objective. For example,
where the chemistry department is the cost ob-
jective, identifiable faculty compensation and
supplies associated with teaching chemistry
courses are direct costs 'of the department.

Indirect costs are thoSe costs not readily iden-
tifiable with a cost obje
chemistry departrilent i
tion of the expenses o

tive. Indirect cost. of a
elude an allocated por-
the president's office,

libraries, and operatio, and maintenance of
plant. These costs are incurred for more than one
cost objective and are not readily related in a
direct fashion to each cost objective.

The distinction between direct and indirect
cost has to be judgmental in.many cases. A major
factor in distinguishing between direct and indi-
rect cost is the level of aggregation of the cost
objective. For instance, a portion of the compen-
sation paid to a chemistry department chairman
may be considered an indirect cost of a chemistry
course. However, if the cost objective is the
chemistry department as a whole, instead of the
individual courses conducted by the department,
the cost of the department chairman is direct.

The determination of whether cost is direct or
indirect also is affected by the practicality of
assigning 'costs directly to the cost objective to
achieve greater precision. In many situations,
much effort is required to relate cost directly to
the cost objective, with the. results not being
materially different from the identification of cost
as indirect. Therefore, an important factor for

5
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consideration in the assignment of costs is the
added expense of identifying costs as direct
rather than indirect. The expense of making a
precise assignment of costs as direct must be
weighed against the precision required in satisfy-
ing the purpUse for which cost informyon is
used.

Other factors affecting the distinction between
direct and indirect cost include the individual
judgments that must be exercised in classifying
costs and the _differences among institutions,
such as organizational structure and operating
policies.

Fixed, Variable, and Senzit ariable Costs.
Components of cost also may be identified as
being fixed, ariable, or semk ariable (also re-
ferred to as mixed or step: amble) costs. Total
ariable costs fluctuate in direct proportion to
the volume of units of Sell ice provided. Total
fixed costs; on the other hand, remain constant
over a period regardless of the number of units of
service' provided. Semkariable costs include
both fixed and ariable elements, the fixed por-
tion relating to capacity and the variable portion
depending on usage. These semk ariable costs
typic(ally react to volume changes in an irregular
fashion. thus, cost that is fixed for a certain range
of units of sere ice becomes ariable as that range
is.exceeded.

Certain costs are classified as fixed because of
policy decisions of an institution, and may be
further referred to as committed or discretionary.
Committed 'fixed costs are those that must be
expended because of existing contractual ar
rangements, plant facilities, and other activities
that are necessary to maintain a viable prograln
yvithikthe institution. For extmple, faculty com-
pensation may be a committed cost because of
employment contracts. Discretionary fixed costs
(also referred to as managed costs) result directly
from policy decisions of management. An exam-
ple of discretionary cost is preventive mainte-
nance. The incurrence of such costs has no
relationship to volume of service, but because of
their nature, may be adjusted within a particular
costing-period.

COSTING AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING

In the determination of cost information, there
are important relationships between financial ac-

.

6

counting-And cost accounting that need to be
recognized. A financial accounting system is
used by all colleges and universities to provide
information to administrators, governing boards,
and others. The information obtained from this
system, however, often cannot completely satisfy
the,-rfeedS for unit cost information. For specific
Purposes, cost information may be developed by
conducting special cost studies, which typically
utilize data contained in establisited financial
accounting systems as well as financial and
statistical data mailable from other sources. To
meet the repetitive requirements for certain cost
information, an institution may expand its finan-
cial accounting system or develop supplemental
costing procedures.. The distinguishing charac-
teristic of cost accounting is the introduction of
statistical data to determine unit costs.

A financial acco nting system in higher edl!-a-
Lion is based on g nerally accepted accoi.nting
principles and is d signed to satisfy tNe institu-
tion's need for recording, collecting, classifying,
and reporting financial information. This in-
volves maintaining separate accounts in the fi-
nancial accounting system for (1) the unrestricted
and restricted funds received and expended by
the institution, (2) the organizational entities
within the institution responsible for expepding

funds according to budgets; and (3) -the objects of
expenditures incurred,, such as salaries and
wages, supplies, and equipment. The classifica-
tion of different accounts is in accordaqce with
the institution's chart f accounts. Except.for the
broad classifications of financial accounting in-
t:m-6460n promu!gated by authoritative bodies
for external financial reporting purposes, tlie
chart of accounts usually varies among institu-
tions. The variations are due in part to differ-
?flees in institutional characteristics and informa-
tion requests

Because a chart of accounts is designed to
serve specific purposes, the information obtained
from the financial accounting system usually
does not satisfy the variety of needs for cost
information. Expenditures such as. interest on
plant indebtedness recqr-dM\ in certain fund
groups for financial ac ounting purposes. may
have to be combined with expenditures of other
fund groups for cost determination, purposes.
Furthermore, there are Instances where the fi-

11
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nancial accounting system does not include cer-
tain costs such as retirement plan expense re-
corded by a state agency and depreciation ex-
pense, which is not required to be recognized by
institutions of higher education.

Accounts in the financial accounting system
may or may not coincide with cost objectives. In
determining cost information, ce.ktain accounts in
the financial accounting system may require
analysis to' identify their direct or indirect rela
tionship to a cost objective or to identify their
fixed, variable, or semi.ariable nature. Financial
accounting information which cannot be directly
identified with a cost objective may need to lie
allocated as an indirect cost. Similarly: the
methods used to charge personnel costs Jo ac-
counts for financial accounting purpost'ls may not
be sufficient bases for identifying costs to a cost
objective for cost accounting purposes.

Reconciliation, the process of identifying and
giving appropriate consideration to differences
in two or more sets of data, should be made
between cost information and official:financial
and statistical information. This reconciliation is
necessary because cost accounting systems or
special cost studies normally make some use of
the following:

Costs appearing in different form from that
contained in the financial accounting sys-
tem.

2. Costs unavailable in the financial account-,
ing system.

3. Statistical data mailable elsewhere in the
institution car from other sources.

The reconciliation of these items is necessary to
insure the validity of cost information.

Assjs true with the presentation of a financial
statement, cost information reports should be
accompanied by a disclosure statement sufficient
to provide the reader with the significant costing
standards and policies affecting the determina-
tion of the cost information for its intended
purpose.

COST DETERMINATION METHODS
AND APPROACHES

Cost objectives may represent either ,(1)

specific, unique projects or (2) processes produc-
ing similar, repetitive services. The costs of such
objectives are determined-by one or a$combina-

Lion of two methods, namely, the specific sery ice
method or the continuous service method. Gen-
erally, under the spe9ific service method, costs
are accumulated to a specific service or project,
while under the continuous service method they
are accumulated to a group of similar units of
service. In commercial organizations, these
methods are referred to as job order and process
costing, respectively. Selection a the appro.-,
priate costing method is essential if valid costs
are to be determined. The continuous service
method costs all units at an average as though the
units were all uniform. If the services are unique
and not uniform, use of the continuous service

. method would give invalid results.
Associated with these primary methods are

three cost approaches, namely, full costing, yari
able costing, and standard costing, which can be
used with hoth the specific service and continu-
ous service methods.

Specific Service and continuous
Service Methods

Presented below are the characteritics and
uses of each primary method, followed by a
description of its applicability to institutions of
higher education.

Specific Service Method. As the name implies,
this cost determination method is used to collect
cost incurred for a specific service, which can be
identified separately. It is because each .unit is
unique that cost must be segregated, rather than
being identified as part of a continuous process,
wherein an average cost Can

of
derived that is

representative of each unit of .service. In the
specific service method, the casts of different
units of service are accumulated individually
throughout the period during which service is
provided. As a result, costs are compiled by each
project or job in each organizational-unit:

Examples of specific services are research,
projects, jobs in print shops, and usage \Of motor
vehicles. Each project or job has unique objec-
tives requiring different amounts of peisonnel

()effort, goods and services, and other expenses to
achieve the result intended when the project was
conceived. For this reason -the specific sera ice
method is used, Which identifies costs of each
project.

Continuous Seri he Method. The continuous

2
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service otettioa'sa useful when the activities being
coated consist of similar units of service. In this
ir..tance, the sersice being coated rep(tsent. a
number of uniforrp units the cost of v.hia can e
aevregated ....rrist at in average cost per nit'
for u.particular period. Service may be provided
tidy: a ntirober of separate orga,nizationat units
rerforming standard actiVitiet Costs, may be Cost Approaches .

accumulated through various processes or OF Full, variable, and standard costing, as previ-
-,ganizational units until r.!! services are corn- ously indicated, are approaches to cost deterrni,
nleted.

, 4. Cost incurred by an organizational unit to
provide one or more uniform services and
one or more different services can be ac-
cumulated concurrently or in sequence by
both the continuous service ,method and
specific service method,3espectively.

I nation that are used in conjunction with either of
The method for attributtg cost under the the primary, methods discussed previously.

continuous service method is comparable to the \Selection of the cost approach is determined by
specific service method in that ttic cost resulting the purpose for which cost information is-to be

OM expenditures or requisitidns of supplies is used.
determined on somewhat the same basis. A dif- Full Costing. Full costing is defined as the
fe.tence that does exiSt, hOivever, is that the cost accumulation of all direct and all indirect costs
incurred is accumulated by prOcess or organiza- attributed to units of service. The full costing
tionld entity rather than by individual project. approach permits the user of cost information to

An example of the use Of the continuous examine the total cost of units of service as well
service method is adepartrnent such as history, as direct and indirect components of cost that
providing instructional services to majors in that make up the full cost. The cull costing approach
discipline Typically, the department also simul- requires that all direct costs and an appropriate
tarreously provides instructional services to share of indirect 'costs incurred by an organiza-
majors of other disciplines. such as English and tional unit (such as an .academic depattment) be

'Chemistry. Instritaiota services provided to included as the cost ,of units, of service. Other
these different majors are the same when they indirect costs incurred by the institution also
attend the same courses. Essentially, courses are must be considered when determining full cost.
designed to provide instructional services to`stu- These include .indirect support activity costs,
dents, according to a defined cure um. Be- such as the cost of the president's office and
cause of these characteristics, a cc t ,sous ser operation and maintenance of plant, which can -
vice cost:method may be applied to ueterafine a not be attributed directly to the units of, service
cost per unit of service providedto each student. being coated,' - ......\

.Selection of Method. Asa a general yule, the Full costs also iiIclude depreciation expense.
following guidelines may be employed to select Depreciation expense is that portion.of the cost
the method to attribute cost: of limited-life capital assets (buildings and

I. Cost incurred by an organizational unit to
provide a uniform service for a particular
period should be accumulated as a single
cost objective by the continuous service
method.
Cost incurred by an organizational unit to
pros ide more than one uniform service fora
particular period should be accumulated as
more than one cost objective by the con-
tinuous service method.

3> Cost ncurred by an organizational unit with
different sere ices that can be separately
identified shotOd be accumulated by the
specific service method.

equipment) which expires during a period. In
higher education, financial accounting standards
do not require recognition of depreciation, how-
ever, if an institution chooses to determine full
costs, provision should be made for depreciation.
expsnse. There are instances when an institu-
tion,`in accordance with its costing purposes,
may desire to exclude expired capital costs, but
the results would not represent full costs.

Full costs also shoulinclude direct bepefits of
material nature provided-by an outside Organi-

zation, such as pension expert incurred by a
state, but not recorded in an institution's I-Irian-1
cial records.

-13
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In colleges and universities. information de-
lived from the full costing approach may beused
to compare and examine ,periodically the cost
and revenue per unit of service provided. Full
cost information may assist in (I) determining
whether tuition, fees, appropriation requests,
and revenues from other, ,sources warrant adt,
justment and (2) evaluating whether funds ex-
pended produced the benefits anticipated. Full-
cost procedures should be used for cost determi-
nation of sponsored projects.

Variable Costing. Variable costing recognizes
as the cost of services provided only those costs
which are variable, that is, those costs which
.change when changes occur in service volume or
mix. Costs that remain constant, regardless of

--the number of units of service provided, are
referred to as fixed costs.

Full costing encompasses the assignment of all
costs, regardless of their ,variability to the units
of service provided, whereas variable costing
assigns only those costs that vary with volume or ,
mix. Variable costs include those direct and
indirect costs that vary With the number of units
of service provided or within.a range of activity.

In using the variable costing approacl., costs
incurred by an organizational unit are classified
as either fixed or variable. For instance, if a
program' were to be aided or eliminated, it would
be riecessary to ,determitie how the costs of

-faculty salaries,. departmental administrative
sala'ries, and supplies would vary as a result of an
increasing or decreasing number of /nits of ser-
vice to be provided. Aggregate faculty salary
cost may increase because additional sections
may be required r3r a new program. If a program
is eliminated, faculty cost mayor may not de-
crease, depending on tenure conditions and on
existing contractual obligations to nontenured
faculty -members. In .the. case of depatmental
administration, salary cost may be fixed because
ea anticipated increase or decrease in units of
service may not require a change in administra-
tive effort. On the other hand, cost of supplies
may vary ,depending on the number of units of
service. Determining the expected variability of
these elements of cost is important in exarhining
the financial implications of decisions betrycon-
sidered.

Variable costing is of particular import to an

institution when the typical "what if" questions
are asaa".--Fortnstance. the financial impact of
different alternativ.es under consideration might
involve the following questions:

I. What if an 4ade\mic program is expanded
or contracted?
What if faculty salaries are raised?
What if average class size is increased or
decreased?

4. What if the number of chemistry and his-
tory courses are reduced, with a corre-
sponding increase in the number of English

2.
3.

courses?
5. What if eryofiments increase or decrease?
Standard osting. Standard costing uses pre-

determin unit costs; which are compared with
actual nit costs to identify variances. For exam-
ple n analyzing operation and maintenance of

nt, variances froin standard costs assist in
focusing attention on variations from plan or
budget and in determining corrective action to be
taken. Standard costing is also useful in prepar-
ing plans and budgets for both management and
those performing the work.

INDIRECT COST ALLOCATION -

This section describes the considerations in-
volved when indirect costs are to be allocated to
cost objectives.

Indirect Cost Pools
Indirect *cost pools are established for the

purpose of allocating costs on a common alloca-
tion basis to a group of cost objectives benefiting
from or causing the incurrence of the indirect
cost. Indirect costs may be aggregated into.pools
by (1) organizational unit or cost center; (2)
expenditure object, such as fuel and electricity,
or (3) other categories. The number and composi-
tion of indirect cost pools relate to the charac-
teristics of an individual institution. Factors used
in determining indirect cost pool classifications

__include the purposes for which cost information
is to be used, characteristics of the cost objec-
tives being costed, complexity' of the organiza-
tion, and degree of accuracy needed.

Equitable Allocations

, t'Coit accumulated in indirect cost pools should-
be allocated to cost objectives in an equitable

9
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manner. An equitable allccation basis relates to
the benefits received by the cost objective or to
the activities of the cost objective that logically
and reasonably caused the cost to occur.

Selection of Allocation Bases

The bases selected for allocating indirect costs
should be quantitative measures that can be
applied in -a practical manner. Such measures
may be total direct costs, direct salaries and
wages, square feet of space occupied, population
of students and/or faculty served, or others as
appropriate for the particular cost pool being
allocated. The measure selected can be de-
veloped as part of a systeM designed to collect
statistical data throughout the period or as a
result of a special study.

The measure selected for distributing indirect
cost should be one that will result in the most
equitable allocation of indirect cost to the cost
objective within the realm of practicability. After
considering the purpose of cost determination,
the ,most equitable method may not be the ,most
reasonable in terms of both time and cost in-
yolv,ed in collecting and tabulating quantitative
data. For this reason the most praCtical Cost
distribution base should be employed, provided
the result-will not be materially different from a
more complex alternative.

ti
'Common Cost

In processes in which two or more services are
provided simultaneously, common costs occur in
providing these services. In order to allocate
equitably the common cost incurred in a single,
process to the services provided, a determination
of the interrelationship between or among the
two or more services involved in a given cost
objective must be made. When the services are
of similar importance, the process may be re-
ferred to as a-joint service. Alternatively}, when
one service is incidental to the other, the process
is one of-primary- secondary service. This distinc-
tion and analysis should be made so that cost
incurred in the process can bedistributed equita-
bly to the joint services or the primary secondary
services.
Mint Sen ices. Joint services have one or more
of the following characteristics:

The services are complementary in the

10
I
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sense that providing one res'ults in provid-
ing the other.

2. The services are substitute in the sense that
increasing one decreases the other.

3. The.sery ices are independent in the sense
that, there is no relationship between or
among them except that it,is less"'costly'to
provide them together rather than sena-
rately.

Allocation of cost to each of the joint services
is based on a method that treats each'se,ry ice
equitably by proportional distrjbution of cost.
For iritance, joint service cost may be allocated
to the resulting services on the' basis of units of
each service.

One of the most difficult problems in determin-
ing joint service costs is\theinse0arable nature of
many joint services. For example, the, research
function is an integral part of the instruction
function, particularly at the graduate and profes- .

sional levels. Medical schools have d very com-
plex joint service problem arisina from the in-
separable nature of instruction; research, and
patient care. In such situations, any separation Of
cost for joint services usually will be subjective.

Primary-Secondary Services. Primary sery
(main services) are the principal,Services of the
process-being costed. Secondary services (by-
product services) are ,produced with a primary
service and by the same process. 'The distinguish-
ing characteristic .0f a secondary service is its
minor importance in relation to the primary ser-
vice.

Allocation of costs applicable to secondary
services is handled in one of two basic ways.

I. No cost allocation is made to the secondary
service, and revenue derived therefrom, if
any, either is used to reduce the cost of
primary service or is treated as other rev-
enue, with no reduction in the cost of
primary service.

2. Appropriate costs are allocated to the sec-
ondary service.,

An example of primary-secondary services
would be the academic services of a forestry
school and the related forest products available
for disposal. Such products are often sold to
outside users, but are not a primary reason for
the institution to have the forestry school. In this
case, no cost would have to be allocated to the

ti
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secondary service, with. earned revenue either
used to reduce the cost of primary services or
treated as other _rev craw. As an ,alternative, a
portion of the total operating cost Of the forestry
school may be allocated to the secondary ser-
vice.

COST ANALYSIS

Once thepurposes of obtaining cost informa-
tion have been identified and costs have been
determined, cost analysis can be'performed. The
apt of peiforming cost', analysis involves the
examination and evaluation of costs and related
statistical information in order to determine the
implications of past, present, and future actions.
Although cost analysis -.Can consider past and
present,*actions alone, one of its, major .uses is
that of providing cost infOrmation concerning
alternative-opportunities-available-and assisting
In -tbe Selection of those-alternatives considered
appropriate,---'
_-lir-ferforming cost, analysis yn higher educa-
tion, it may be important in, certain cases to
differentiate between expenditures financed from
restricted funds and those financed from unre-
stricted funds. This distinction must often be
considered when using cost information because
restricted funds cap be used only Tor specific
purpeses.and can be terminated at a specific time
or at the completion of an activity. Where these
factors 're of some significance to institutions
having rge ampunts or sponsored projects or
restricted, grants,' it may be, useful for unre-
stricted and restricted, costs *to be Separately
Identified thrOughout.the cost determination pro-
cess. Formore inforMation "dti restricted and
unrestricted funds, refer to the chapter "Current
Funds," (See Publisher's Note on page 19.)

While there are innumerable analyses that may
be made_ of cost inforination, three basic
categories of cost analysis are full cost analysis,
cost-volume-revenue analysis, and controllable
cost analysis. The particular category of cost
analysis to be applied is a chief factor in the
selection of one of three costing approaches
MI, variable, and standard costing.

Full Cost Analysis

Full cost analysis involves the process of ex-
amining andevaluating the total cost attributable

to a cost objective. This type of cost analysis
may be useful in establishing funding and price
structures in higher education for such items as
tuition and fees, appropriation requests, and re-
covery of grant and contract costs. It also may be
used in examining and evaluating the historical
cost performance of activities and in cost benefit
analysis. In utilizing full cost analysis, it is gener-
ally useful to consider the component parts of full
costs..

It should be 7)&1 that the use of average cost'
per unit of service in full cost analysis is limited
for projecting future, costs because cost varia-
tions resulting from Volume changes do not fol-
low the average. More than likely, future average
costs will indeed be different from the present
'pie!, as the mix changes and the number of units
provided increases or decreases. When costs are
to be used for prOiections, it is necessary to
consider the fixed' and variable nature of the cost
components.

Cost-Volume-Revenue Analysis
(Differential Analysis)

Cost-volume-reveniie analysis involves the re-
lationship among the cost of service, number of
units of service provided, and revenue derived
fiom -providing such service. This type of
analysis presents the financial results anticipated
for particular levels of activities or alternatives
being considered. Emphasis is placed on examin-
ing cost, volume, and revenue, which can be
different for alternative activities and for varying
levels of units ocservice provided. For instance,
instructional cost in a college or university is
affected by changes in student requirements,
course offerings, section size, cost of goods and
services purchased., and teaching loads. Revenue
is affected by the number of students enrolled,
tuition and fee rates, and other factors. Since all
costs do,not vary with. volume, analysis is re-
quired to identify variable and fixed costs. The
variable costing approach to cost determination
described earlier is used to perform this` -type of
analysis. Cost-volume-revenue analysis assists in
determining the effect of alternatives on revenue
and cost.

Differential cost-revenue analysis (often re-
ferred to as incremental analysis) is a 'type of
cost-volume-revenue analysis that assists in mak-
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ing choices among various volume alternatives.
Differential cost$ and revenues are costs and
revenues expected to change as a result of

-changes being considered in existing institutional
activities. They are the summation of a series of
marginal costs and revenues. Marginal cost and
revenue refer to the change resulting from the
addition of one iunit of service.

Emphasis differential analysis is directed
toward examining those cost and revenue ele-
Agents that will change/and the changes in the
amount of cost and tevenue that will occur as a
result of selecting one alternative over another.
Similar useful, analysis can be performed by
relating changes in cost to changes in volume
without reference to revenue changes.

Controllable Cost Analysis

Controllable cost analysis, which uses infor-
mation normally derived from an institution's
financial accounting records, involves the
examination Of those costs thafare the assigned
responsibility of the manager of an organizational
entity. In institutions of higher education; as in
other organizations, controllable costs are re-
lated .to organizational entities so that accounta-
bility for the use of resources is identified with a
manager.

In this analysis, actual costs are compared to
projected (budgeted) or standard costs to deter-
mine variances. Analysis may indicate that var-,
iances were caused by the actions of a manager,
and thus it may be determined that the manager
should adjust subsequent expenditures to insure
conforMance to budgeted cost. Where variances
resulted "from circumstances beyond that man-
ager's co trot, the causes may be attributed to.
(I) volt) Changes, such as an increase or
decrease

1

froin that planned in the number of
students requiring room and board, (2) institu-
tional po icy decisions requiring a different level
of servi e than originally intended, or (3) the
environ ental effect on cost, such as that ex-
perienc d with rapidly changing utility rates.
Varian es caused by these factors may necessi-
tate ant, adjustment in the manager's budgeted
cost sous to establish a new level of controllable
cost, !which the manager is responsible for
achieving.

I
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COSTING ISSUES

Cost data of various kinds are being used more
than ever by colleges and universities for internal
management purposes. Furthermore, external
agencies, such as state legislattires and local
government bodies, increasingly are turning to
cost-based formulas to determine the level of
funding to be provided to institutions. An impor-
tant question for both internal and external- par-
ties is: How can more and improved cost infor-
mation be provided in a way that will improve the
decision-making process in higher education?
Before this question can be answered conclu-
sively, a considerable amount of research should
be performed.

This section describes the more significant
cost determination issues facing higher educa-
tion. Some of these issues require extensive
definition, testing, and validation of results be-
fore they can be resolved.

Quality and Efficiency

There is considerable interest in finding ways
to appraise the quality of educational programs in
higher education, however, there are no gener-
ally accepted measures of quality. Some factors
that may affect the quality of educational pro-
grams have been identified as the academic ability
of students, the effectiveness of faculty, the
financial support for programs, and the availabil-
ity of physical facilities. While there may be a
relationship between cost and quality it is not
appropriate to measure quality by using cost
information.

There is also interest in measuring the effi-
ciency of educational programs; however, no
acceptable measures are available, Some institu-
tions attempt to use average class size data,
student credit hours-taught data, and classroom
utilization data as measures of efficiency.

Judgment is often introduced as a substitute
for quantifiable mea,s.ures of quality and effi-
ciency. Such judgment can be based on prior
experiences, defined educational priorities, stu
dent and faculty demands, and other factors
influencing decisions concerning educational
programs. It is inappropriate for users of cost
information to assume that the higher the cost of
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a particular program, the higher its quality, or the
lower the cost of a program, the greater its
efficiency. The cost of a program cannot be
assumed to be a measure 9f its quality or effi-
ciency.

Faculty, Time and Effort Reporting

There is a long-standing issue in determining
costs in higher education, which involves the
appropriate distribution of faculty time or effort
to the instruction, research, and public service
functions. This distribution is necessary to attrib-
ute compensation cost to those functions ben-
efiting from faculty activities.

The first aspect of this issue involves the use of
Time or the use of effort information as\the basis
for making a cost distribution. Time involves the
number of hours expended, while effort involves
the intensity of activity. If the diStribution of
faculty compensation pis based on time, informa-
tion, cost results probably will be differ'ent from
what they would be if the distribution Were based
on effort information.

Another aspect in faculty time or effort report-
ing involves the question of common cost. This
difficulty can best be 'illustrated by the example
of a professor who has a sponsored research
project and in the conduct of research also pro-
vides instructional assistance to a graduate stu-
dent enrolled in one of his courses. The issue is
one of distributing the professor's time or effort
to determine the cost of instruction and the cost
of research when they occur simultaneously. A
possible resolution of this issue lies in reaching
consensus on a procedure for an equitable as-
signment of faculty time or effort. Such a resolu-
tion may well be subjective, however, and would
require. acceptance by a number of concerned
groups, including those outside the institution
who provitiOunds.

Costing Units

While it is Possible to measure the inputs of
higher education activities, there-is no general
agreement on the definition of measures of out-
put for instruction, research, and public service.
In the absence of acceptable output measures,
many InS'titutions have substituted measures of
the process for costing units.

The definitions of costing units may vary
within an institution and from institution to in-
stitution, which results in variations in unit cost
information. For instance, within a university a
general definition of the semester credit-hour
may be established, but a particular school in the
same university may decide to use a different
credit-hour definition for its own purposes. Simi-
larT37, the definition of the student credit-hour can
vary among institutions depending on whether
they are counted at registration, after the drop/
add period, or at the end of the semester. These
costing unit difficulties will have to be resolved in
order to report cost information in a uniform
manner.

Formula Funding

Much attention has foCused on the develop-
ment of unit cost information as the basis of
formula funding from government agencies.
Many state, legislatures and local government
bodies are asking basic questions such as: How
much funding is required for higher education
and how should funds be allocated, recognizing
that institutions provide different programs and
services?

A number of states and local governments
have attempted to resolve such questions by
developing allocation formulas that involve
numerous factors, including unit cost informa-
tion. The equitableness of allocations resulting
from these formulas depends on how well the
formulas approximate the real funding needs of
the institution, as well as the accuracy and valid-
ity of the data used in these formulas. It must be
recognized that programs with similar titles may
have significantly different costs because of dif-
ferences in-terms of purpose, scope, quality, and
efficiency. Analysis of program differences, in-
cluding cost and non-cost aspects, should be a
factor in the development and use of a formula
if the resulting distribution of funds is to be
equitable.

Interinstitutional Comparisons and
Analyses of Cost Information

Some institutional administrators and certain
external agency representatives have suggested

'16
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that interinstitutional comparisthis and analyses
of cost information are useful for evaluating
programs and related activities andfor allocating
resources both within and -among institutions. In
using cost in this manner, however, it is evident
that there are differences among institutions of
higher education that affect the validity of cost
information for comparison purposes. These dif-
ferences may be classified as methodological to
functional. When performing a cost study for
purposes of interinstitutional cost comparisons
and analyses, it is necessary to attempt to elimi-
nate methodological cost determination differ-
ences so that the resulting cost information high-.
lights only functional differences.

Methodological differences result from costing
procedures that are not uniformly applied. Typi-
cal examples of methodological differences are
the following:-

1. The judgments exercised in collecting, es-
timating, and allocating costs differ since
They oftp,depend on the interpretation of
compleg :situations and on the unique
characteristics of individual institutions.
For instance, experience has indicated that
there are no generally accepted bases suita-
ble for all allocations of indirect cost.

2. The definition of direct and indirect cost
cao,be different from institution to institu-
tion, depending on the ability of an institu-
tion to identify cost as direct.

3. The methods used to accumulate and
analyze cost may differ from institution to
institution.

Functional differences principally result from
differences in prograMs and related support ac-
tivities. Identifying the actual cause of such
differences among institutions requires an
analysis of the characteristics and content of
programs being compared. The following are
examples of functional differences affecting the
comparison and analysis of cost information.

I. Missions, goals, and objectives differ
among institutions.

2. Quality and efficiency of the educational
process differ among institutions.

3. Organizational structure, activities, and
units of service costed differ from institu-
tion to institution.

4. Constituents served by institutions have

14

`different needs and, therefore, require dif-
ferent education services.

5. Different geographical locations of institu-
tions cause cost for similar items to vary.
Distinct differences exist between those in-
stitutions which are well established and
those which are developing.

7. Economies of scale may be available to a
larger institution and not to a smaller one.

8. Variations in costs occur because of differ-
ences in the availability of funds.

If methodological differences can be elimi-
nated and true functional differences identified,
the question remains as to how cost information
should be used internally by management and
externa by government agencies. CanI iy

adequate analysis of the relationship of differ-
ences in cost to functional differences be de-
veloped to permit valid and equitable decisions?
Comparative analysis-is less difficult when deal-
ing with like institutions, but becomes progres-
sively more difficult as comparisons are made
among dissimilar institutions. Much study is re-
quired to prove the utility of interinstitutional
cost information.

COSTING STANDARDS

The term "costing standards' as used here
refers to Principles that should be applied in
determining cost. Costing standards constitute
the frainework or foundation on which costiuk.r.'
performed. Because costing standards are bisic
definitions of how costs should be determined,
they provide a better understanding of the mean-
ing and applications of costing.

Costing standards facilitate a more consistent
determination of cost, however, the application
of these standards will not insure uniform deter-
mination of cost information, because judgmen-
tal and other factors are involved in the costing
process. Costing standards provide cri eria for
the selection of costing alternatives that a e valid
in terms of their justification of cost acc muta-
tion and allocation within 'a conceptual f unda-
don of cost accounting theory.

The development of costing standards is an
evolving process and additional standards may
be added from time to time as more study is giver
to this complex subject.

1
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Costing Standard #1

THE PURPOSES FOR WHICH COST
INFORMATION IS TO BE USED SHOULD
DETERMINE THE FRAMEWORK WITHIN

WHICH COST INFORMATION IS DEVELOPED

Costs are determined to satisfy specific pur-
poses for which cost information is needed. A
clear definition of these purposes is needed in
order to specify the cost determination approach
to be used.

Costing Standard #2 ,

COST INFORMATION SHOULD BE BASED ON
THE ACCRUAL METHOD OF ACCOUNTING

Two methods of determining cosi are the cash
basis method and the accrual basis method. The
cash basis method of accounting recognizes
expenditures when cash is paid, whereas accrual
accounting recognizes expenditures when
materials are used and services are performed.
To provide valid and consistent cost, the accrual
method of accounting should be used, applying
the concept of materiality.

Costing Standard #3

COST DATA SHOULD BE RECONCILABLE TO
OFFICIAL FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING DATA

Reconciliation to official financial accounting
records is necessary to insure the validity of cost
records. (Reconciliation is the process of iden-
tifying and giving appropriate, consideration to
differences in two or more sets of data.)

Costing Standard #4

NONFINANCIAL DATA SHOULD BE
RECONCILABLE TO OFFIIAL

INSTITUTIONAL RECORr

Reconciliation of nonfinancial data to the offi-
cial records of the institution is Necessary to
insure the validity of cost data when such nonfi-
nancial data are used in the cost determination

process. (Reconciliation is the process of iden-
tifying and giving appropriate consideratjon to
differences in two or more set of data.)

Costing Standard #5

DEFINITIONS USED IN COST
DETERMINATIONS SHOULD BE APPLIED

UNIFORMLY

Uniform definitions should be employed during
the cost determination-process and from period
to period to achieve reliable cost information.

Costing Standard #6

COST INFORMATION AND RELATED COSTING

UNITS SHOULD COVER THE SAME PERIOD

Cost determination for a particular period
should be related to the units of service provided
during that same period.

Costing Standard #7

COST INFORMATION SHOULD BE
CONSISTENTLY DETERMINED

Cost information used in any cost study must
be consistently determined for all periods in-
eluded and for all organizational units included.
Cost data will not be comparable unless consis-
tently determined. Consistency depends on uni-
form definitions, methods, and interpretations
as wag as judgments exercised in the cost deter-
mination process.

Costing Standard #8

COST SHOULD BE ATTRIBUTED TO A COST
OBJECTIVE BASED ON A CAUSAL OR

BENEFICIAL RELATIONSHIP

Meaningful and dependable cost determina-
tions require that costs be assigned to cost objec-
tives according to identifiable relationships that
logically and.reasonably cause the cost to occur
or that result in benefits received by the cost
objective. ,

20
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Costing Standard #9--"'' subjective and the bases available to allocate
joint costs are arbitrary.

INDIRECT COST SHOULD BkALLOCATED
BASED ON QUANTITATIVE MEASURES THAT
CAN BE APPLIED IN A PRACTICAL MANNER

The bases of allocation of indirect cost should
involve the use of those quantitative measures
which best represent the relationship of cost to
the cost `objective, with the result that indirect
costs are equitably distributed. There are in-
stances when the most equitable distribution may
not be the most practical, both in terms of time
and related expense involved in collecting and
tabulating qbantitative measures. In such cases,
the most practical measure should be selected,
provided the results are not materially different.

Costing Standard# 10

COMMON COST INCURRED TO PROVIDE TWO
OR MORE SERVICES SHOULD BE ALLOCATED

IN AN EQUITABLE MANNER

Allocation of common costs to joint services,
which are cost objectives, should be based on a
logical relatiOnship of the several services to one
another and to the nature and circumstances of
the costs incurred. It should be recognized that
separate costing of jointly produced services is

16

Costing Standard #11

CAPITAL COST OF A COST OBJECTIVE

SHOULD REFLECT THE APPLICABLE
EXPIRED CAPITAL COST OF THE PERIOD

Capital cost of a cost objective shOuld reflect
applicable expired cost determined on the basis
of the estimated useful life of the asset being
depreciated.

Costing Standard #12

COST INFORMATION SHOULD BE
ACCOMPANIED BY A DISCLOSURE

STATEMENT

Explanatory disclosures necessary to provide
the user with a clear unclecsianding of theoprevi-
ously established, intended use of cost informa-
tion should accompany the reporting of such
inform4tion. Disclosures should encompass the
costing method and approach used, the cost
definition used, the types of cost included, iden-
tification of cost objectives and costing units, and
other information pertinent to the cost determi-
nation effort.
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Publisher's' Note

This'document, exclusive of the forematter and acknowledgments, has been
published in NACUBO's Administrative Service as Chapter 4:5. The Service is
publication that brings together, for reference by ,college and university ad-
ministrators, the best and most authoritative current thinking on business and
financial management ir. higher education.

The Service touches all areas of administration that are related, directly through,
the bu6ness or financial officer or implicitly because of their impact on finances
and resources, to the centers of management decision in the institution. It is
addressed, in general, to the chief .business or financial officer and to others
having substantial responsibility for fiscal planning, for allocation of resources, or
for determining management policies of the institution.

Statements of principle are sufficiently broad to offer general guidance in
business affairs to trustees and to all officers concerned with institutional
directions. Materials dealing with policy and procedure provide more specific
assistance to administrators and staff officers plapning or implementing appro-
priate management actions. b

For more information concerning the Service, please write to the address
below:

NACUBO
One tiupont Circle (Suite 510)
Washington, D.C. 20036
Attn.: Subscriptions Secretary ,

202/296-2344
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